So Clean 440-441, & 440 MU
The So Clean 440-441 black chromate system is a highly protective and corrosion resistant coating for
zinc plate, which produces an attractive gloss black finish. With proper control, the black chromate film will
pass 72 hrs to white corrosion in neutral salt spray tests.
This single dip solution is designed for manual, automatic, rack or barrel use. The chromate coating also
serves as an excellent base for the application of paint, lacquer or enamel.
So Clean 440 MU is especially designed for the start up of the black chromate solution. So Clean 440 MU
is used only for the initial make-up. After make-up, the black chromate solution is maintained with So Clean
440/440R and So Clean 441, which are normally added in small one-to-one by volume amounts.
MAKE-UP AND CONTROL:
DI water
So Clean 440 MU
So Clean 441

73% by volume
15 to 20% by volume
5 to 7% by volume

De-ionized or distilled make-up water MUST be used to avoid silver loss due to chlorides. Otherwise,
additional So Clean 441 must be added until the correct color is obtained.
The operating cycle is as follows:
1. Zinc plate, 0.0002” minimum.
2. Thorough cold-water rinse.
3. Acid-activate dip, 1% sulfuric or ¼% nitric, for 5 to 10 seconds.
4. Cold water rinse.
5.
So Clean 440 black chromate solution 30 to 90 seconds, at 70 to 90F and a pH of 1.2 to 1.6.
6. Cold water rinse. Do not use warm or hot water rinses.
7. Warm air dry.
The acid-activate dip (step 3) is recommended, but not necessary for bright fresh zinc.
The So Clean 440-441 black chromate solution can be maintained based on performance, pH check, or
full analysis.
The performance maintenance consists of keeping track of the time required to complete the coating. The
optimal dip time is 10 to 15 seconds past the time when no observable color change takes place when
viewed under a strong light. The best coatings are produced when this occurs in 30 to 60 seconds. As the
required dip time approaches 45 to 60 seconds, 1% additions of So Clean 440/440R and So Clean 441
will increase the speed of the chromating coating.
The pH maintenance consists of frequent pH checks as the solution is used. As the pH rises toward 1.6,
equal additions of So Clean 440/440R and So Clean 441, normally 1% of each, are made to lower the pH.
Analysis maintenance consists of analyzing a bath sample for hexavalent chromium, zinc, silver, and pH.
Additions are then made to keep the hexavalent chromium concentration about 50% higher than the zinc
concentration, and silver ions between 250 and 500 ppm. An addition of 1% So Clean 441 increases the
silver by 70 ppm. Zinc should be maintained below 20,000 ppm by decanting or dumping. Higher levels

of zinc tend to inhibit the chromating reaction and by 30,000 ppm it is difficult to create a good chromate
film.
ANALYSIS (Hexavalent Chrome)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Pipette 2 mls sample of chromate solution into a 250 mls flask.
Add 50 to 100 mls D.I. water.
Add about 2 grams of Ammonium Bifluoride.
Add 30 mls 50% Hydrochloric Acid.
Add 10 mls of 10% Potassium Iodide solution.
Titrate with 0.1N Sodium Thiosulfate to light straw color.
Add about 5 mls of 1% Starch solution.
Continue titration with 0.1 N Sodium Thiosulfate. End-point: blue → colorless.
a. (Absence of blue should persist for 30 seconds).

Calculation: Mls Thiosulfate x 0.867 = grams/liter Chrome
A new black chromate solution made with So Clean 440 MU and So Clean 441 will contain 18 to 24 gr/l
chrome. An addition of 1% So Clean 440R will increase the chrome by 1 gr/l.
TROUBLE SHOOTING:
1. Rate of action too rapid:
(Indicating by stripping of zinc deposits or light yellow brown colorations around edges and tips when
parts moved in solution)
a) Lower the temperature to below 90F.
b) Decease the concentration of the bath
c) Raise the bath pH above 1.2 with “rayon grade” caustic soda (the rayon grade designation has
been purified of chlorides).
TROUBLE SHOOTING (continued):
2. Rate of action too slow (or dusty, filmy coatings):
a) Lower the bath pH to 1.2 to 1.6 with equal additions of So Clean 440/440R & So Clean 441.
b) Increase the temperature to above 70F.
c) Increase the dip time.
3. Color brown or iridescent (either silver insufficient, or the chromate film is too thin to carry enough silver)
a) Make sure the pH is between 1.2 and 1.6 and contaminations are not preventing proper chromate
film forming.
b) Check parts for full zinc thickness required, and check bath for possible contamination by iron,
copper, cadmium, etc.
c) Increase dip time or solution temperature.
d) Add more So Clean 441 to increase silver content, and check for possible chlorides, etc.,
contamination. Lab test this one first.
e) Check for zinc level. If it is over 20,000 ppm, discard a portion or the entire bath and make up the
remainder with fresh solution.
ALTERNATE MAKE-UP USING:
So Clean 440/440R, So Clean 441 & RAYON GRADE CAUSTIC SODA:

DI water
So Clean 440/440R (red)

77% by volume
13% by volume

Mix in, then add Rayon grade liquid caustic soda at the rate of ½ gallon for every 4 gallons of So Clean
440/440R. Add slowly while stirring. The addition of rayon grade caustic soda will raise the pH of the new
bath to the correct operating range. The caustic is only needed when making up a new bath. Rayon grade
caustic must be used to avoid chloride contamination and permanent loss of silver as silver chloride
precipitate.
So Clean 441 (clear)
5 to 7% by volume. Add slowly while stirring.
CAUTION:
This product contains chromates and is acid in nature. Contact of salts or solution with skin or eyes should
be avoided. In case of contact, flush contaminated area with a large amount of water. When handling this
product, protective clothing, i.e. rubber apron, gloves, boots, and goggles should be worn.
Read Material Safety Sheet before using this product.
EQUIPMENT:
So Clean 440-441 solutions require polyethylene, stainless steel, or koroseal lined tanks.
DISCLAIMER:
The information presented herein, while not guaranteed, is to the best of our knowledge true and accurate. No warranty or guarantee expressed or
implied is made regarding the performance of any products, since the manner of use is beyond our control. No suggestion for product use or anything
contained herein shall be construed as recommendation for its use in infringement of any existing patent and we assume no responsibility or liability for
operations which do infringe any such patents. The above includes confidential and proprietary information of So Clean Corporation and is furnished to
you for your use solely on products or processes supplied by us to you.
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